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>> RECENT TRENDS IN INDIAN ECONOMY

Domestic Economy and Markets
Windfall gains boost India’s GDP growth
What is the main reason for India being the bright spot in the world economy? Well, investment demand is tepid and external demand sluggish, so those can’t be the reasons.
We’re left with consumption demand, which has been
the driver of economic growth.
But how has consumption demand done so well, despite two consecutive years of drought? The answer lies
in lower commodity and oil prices, which has resulted in
windfall gains for oil and commodity importing countries such as India.
But everybody knows that India has benefitted immensely from the fall in crude oil and commodity prices.
The big question is: how much did it benefit? Can we put
a number to it?
The International Monetary Fund (IMF), in its latest
World Economic Outlook report, has calculated the
windfall terms-of-trade gains that have accrued to several economies as a result of the fall in oil and commodity prices.
The windfall has been computed as an estimate of the change in disposable income, as a percentage of gross domestic
product, arising from commodity price changes. The biggest losers have been the oil exporting countries, with the losses in
disposable income being more than a quarter of 2015 GDP for Iraq, Qatar and Saudi Arabia. No wonder these countries are
desperate to get an agreement to limit oil production and push up prices.
On the other hand in 2015, India was second only to Thailand among major economies that gained the most from falling
commodity and oil prices.
The terms-of-trade windfall gains for India in 2015, according to the IMF, were as high as 3.3% of GDP. It is amply clear
then that a very big reason for the high GDP growth was the windfall gains from lower commodity and oil prices.
These windfall gains have reduced inflation and helped the fiscal position. As the IMF’s World Economic Outlook for April
2016 said, ‘Oil-importing emerging market and developing economies … have enjoyed significant terms-of-trade windfall
gains from the sharp drop in oil prices.
Lower oil prices have alleviated inflation pressures and reduced external vulnerabilities. In some importing countries with
oil-related subsidies, the windfall gains from lower oil prices have been used to increase public sector savings and
strengthen fiscal positions.’
Source: Mint
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INDIA’S FOREIGN TRADE: SEPTEMBER, 2016
I. MERCHANDISE TRADE
EXPORTS (including re-exports)
Exports during September,2016 has shown sign of revival registering a growth of 4.62 per cent in dollar terms (5.45
per cent higher in Rupee terms) valued at US$ 22880.56 million (Rs.152699.59 crore) in September 2016 than the level
of US$ 21869.36 million (Rs.144814.06 crore) during September,2015. Cumulative value of exports for the period AprilSeptember 2016-17 was US$ 131400.50 million (Rs.879475.63 crore) as against US$ 133723.24 million (Rs.858622.52
crore) registering a negative growth of 1.74 per cent in Dollar terms and positive growth of 2.43 per cent in Rupee
terms over the same period last year.
Non-petroleum exports in September 2016 are valued at US$ 20330.31 million against US$ 19282.01 million in September 2015, an increase of 5.44%. Non-petroleum exports during April to September 2016 are valued at US$
117314.05 million as compared to US$ 116767.85 million for the corresponding period in 2015, an increase of 0.47%.
The growth in exports have fallen for USA (-6.42%), EU (-8.39 %), China (-4.36%) but Japan exhibited positive growth
(1.92%) for July 2016 over the corresponding period of previous year as per latest WTO statistics.

IMPORTS
Imports during September 2016 were valued at US$ 31220.13 million (Rs.208356.00 crore) which was 2.54 per cent
lower in Dollar terms and 1.78 per cent lower in Rupee terms over the level of imports valued at US$ 32035.32 million
(Rs.212130.85) in September,2015. Cumulative value of imports for the period April-September 2016-17 was US$
174409.62 million (Rs.1167458.25 crore) as against US$ 202269.62 million (Rs.1298646.11 crore) registering a negative growth of 13.77 per cent in Dollar terms and 10.10 per cent in Rupee terms over the same period last year.

CRUDE OIL AND NON-OIL IMPORTS:
Oil imports during September, 2016 were valued at US$ 6886.36 million which was 3.13 percent higher than oil imports valued at US$ 6677.58 million in the corresponding period last year. Oil imports during April-September, 2016-17
were valued at US$ 39297.17 million which was 18.59 per cent lower than the oil imports of US$ 48271.11 million in
the corresponding period last year.
Non-oil imports during September, 2016 were estimated at US$ 24333.77 million which was 4.04 per cent lower than
non-oil imports of US$ 25357.74 million in September, 2015. Non-oil imports during April-September 2016-17 were
valued at US$ 135112.45 million which was 12.26 per cent lower than the level of such imports valued at US$
153998.51 million in April-September, 2015-16.

II. TRADE IN SERVICES
(for August, 2016, as per the RBI Press Release dated 14thOctober
2016)
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A. EXPORTS (Receipts)
Exports during August 2016 were valued at US$ 13381 Million (Rs.89571.88 Crore) registering a positive growth of 4.74
per cent in dollar terms as compared to negative growth of 4.11 per cent during July 2016 (as per RBI’s Press Release
for the respective months).
B. IMPORTS (Payments)
Imports during August 2016 were valued at US$ 8054 Million (Rs. 53913.15 Crore) registering a positive growth of 8.71
per cent in dollar terms as compared to negative growth of 11.68 per cent during July 2016 (as per RBI’s Press Release
for the respective months).

III. TRADE IN SERVICES
MERCHANDISE: The trade deficit for April-September, 2016-17 was estimated at US$ 43009.12 million which was 37.26
% lower than the deficit of US$ 68546.38 million during April-September, 2015-16.
SERVICES: As per RBI’s Press Release dated 14th October 2016, the trade balance in Services (i.e. net export of Services) for August, 2016 was estimated at US$ 5327 million. The net export of services for April- August, 2016-17 was estimated at US$ 26889 million which is lower than net export of services of US$ 28178 million during April- August,
2015-16. (The data for April-August 2015-16 and 2016-17 has been derived by adding April-August month wise QE data
of RBI Press Release).
OVERALL TRADE BALANCE: Overall the trade balance has improved. Taking merchandise and services together, overall
trade deficit for April- September 2016-17 is estimated at US$ 16120.12 million which is 60.07 percent lower in Dollar
terms than the level of US$ 40368.38 million during April-September 2015-16. (Services data pertains to April-August
2016 as August 2016 is the latest data available as per RBI’s Press Release dated 14th October 2016)
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Agriculture
India Declares itself Free from Avian Influenza (H5N1)
The Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers welfare has declared India free from Avian Influenza (H5N1) from September this
year.
India had notified outbreak of Avian Influenza (H5N1) on 09.05.2016 at Humnabad, Bidar district, Karnataka. There has
been no further outbreak reported in the country thereafter.
The control measures adopted in the radius of one Km around outbreak location included following:
Stamping out of entire poultry population including destruction of eggs, feed, litter and other infected materials, restriction
on movement of poultry and poultry products to and from the
area of outbreak, disinfection and cleaning up of infected premises and the Post Operation Surveillance Plan (POSP) from 6th
June, 2016
Surveillance was carried out throughout the country. Surveillance around the areas of the outbreaks since completion of the
operation (including culling, disinfection and clean -up)
Post the surveillance the state has shown no evidence of
presence of Avian Influenza. India has declared itself free from
Avian Influenza (H5N1) from 5th September, 2016 and notified
the same to OIE.
In a letter to the State Chief Secretaries the Center has emphasized the need for continued surveillance especially in the
vulnerable areas bordering infected countries and in areas visited by migratory birds.
Source: Press Information Bureau
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Inflation
The annual rate of inflation, based on monthly WPI, stood at 3.57% (provisional) for the month of September, 2016 (over
September, 2015) as compared to 3.74% (provisional) for the previous month and -4.59% during the corresponding month
of the previous year. Build up inflation rate in the financial year so far was 4.28% compared to a build up rate of 0.23% in
the corresponding period of the previous year.
Inflation for important commodities / commodity groups is indicated in Annex-1 and Annex-II.
The movement of the index for the various commodity groups is summarized below:-

PRIMARY ARTICLES (Weight 20.12%)
The index for this major group declined by 1.9 percent to 263.9 (provisional) from 268.9 (provisional) for the previous
month. The groups and items which showed variations during the month are as follows:The index for Food Articles group declined by 1.6
percent to 279.6 (provisional) from 284.2 (provisional) for the previous month due to lower price of
urad (12%), arhar, moong and poultry chicken (8%
each), masur (5%), fruits & vegetables (4%), mutton
and bajra (3% each), fish-marine and gram (2%
each) and condiments & spices, barley and egg (1%
each). However, the price of fish-inland and tea (2%
each) and jowar, coffee, ragi, wheat and milk (1%
each) moved up.
The index for Non-Food Articles group declined by
2.5 percent to 230.3 (provisional) from 236.3 (provisional) for the previous month due to lower price of
raw rubber (13%), groundnut seed (6%), soyabean, raw cotton and mesta (5% each), flowers (4%), guar seed, raw jute and
gingelly seed (2% each) and hides (raw) and linseed (1% each). However, the price of raw silk (7%), sunflower (6%), copra
(coconut), castor seed and coir fibre (2% each) and safflower (kardi seed) (1%) moved up.
The index for Minerals group declined by 2.7 percent to 210.4 (provisional) from 216.3 (provisional) for the previous
month due to lower price of copper ore (8%), magnesite (5%), manganese ore and iron ore (3% each) and phosphorite and
crude petroleum (2% each). However, the price of limestone (4%), zinc concentrate (3%) and chromite and sillimanite (1%
each) moved up.

FUEL & POWER (Weight 14.91%)
The index for this major group rose by 1.8 percent to 185.4 (provisional) from 182.2 (provisional) for the previous month due
to higher price of furnace oil and petrol (6% each), high speed diesel (3%), kerosene (2%) and bitumen (1%). However, the
price of aviation turbine fuel (5%) declined.
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MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS (WEIGHT 64.97%)
The index for this major group rose by 0.3 percent to 157.1 (provisional) from 156.7 (provisional) for the previous month.
The groups and items for which the index showed variations during the month are as follows:The index for Food Products group rose by 0.6 percent to 192.5 (provisional) from 191.3 (provisional) for the previous
month due to higher price of gram powder (besan) (12%), coffee powder and processed prawn (4% each), wheat flour
(atta) and maida (3% each), cotton seed oil (2%) and groundnut oil, rice bran oil, sunflower oil, canned fish, mustard &
rapeseed oil, sooji (rawa), palm oil, powder milk and gur (1% each). However, the price of tea dust (unblended) and gingelly oil (2% each) and tea leaf (unblended), oil cakes and tea dust (blended) (1% each) declined.
The index for Textiles group rose by 0.1 percent to 142.2 (provisional) from 142.1 (provisional) for the previous month due
to higher price of jute yarn (1%). However, the price of tyre cord fabric and gunny and hessian cloth (4% each), jute sacking cloth (2%) and jute sacking bag (1%) declined.
The index for Wood & Wood Products group rose by 1.6 percent to 200.8 (provisional) from 197.6 (provisional) for the
previous month due to higher price of plywood & fibre board (3%) and timber / wooden planks and processed wood (1 %
each).
The index for Paper & Paper Products group declined by 0.1 percent to 156.8 (provisional) from 157.0 (provisional) for the
previous month due to lower price of newspaper (3%) and newsprint and corrugated sheet boxes (1% each). However, the
price of computer stationery (1%) moved up.
The index for Leather & Leather Products group declined by 0.2 percent to 145.8 (provisional) from 146.1 (provisional)
for the previous month due to lower price of leather footwear (1%). However, the price of leathers (1%) moved up. The
index for Rubber & Plastic Products group rose by 0.1 percent to 147.8 (provisional) from 147.6 (provisional) for the previous month due to higher price of rubber products (1%). However, the price of tubes (1%) declined.
The index for Chemicals & Chemical Products group declined by 0.4 percent to 150.6 (provisional) from 151.2 (provisional) for the previous month due to lower price of di ammonium phosphate (3%), non-cyclic compound and basic inorganic chemicals (2% each) and rubber chemicals and explosives (1% each). However, the price of vitamins and pesticides
(1% each) moved up.
The index for Non-Metallic Mineral Products group declined by 0.1 percent to 179.4 (provisional) from 179.5 (provisional)
for the previous month due to lower price of slag cement (2%) and polished granite (1%). However, the price of lime (1%)
moved up.
The index for Basic Metals, Alloys & Metal Products group rose by 0.7 percent to 153.0 (provisional) from 151.9 (provisional) for the previous month due to higher price of gp/gc sheets and plates (4% each), rounds (3%), melting scrap, an-
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gles, HRC, sponge iron and wire rods (2% each) and lead, steel rods, rebars, pig iron, CRC, nuts/bolts/screw/ washers,
joist & beams, steel castings, pencil ingots, silver and billets (1% each).
The index for Transport, Equipment & Parts group rose by 0.1 percent to 139.8 (provisional) from 139.7 (provisional) for
the previous month due to higher price of motor cycle / scooter / moped (1%). However, the price of railway axle & wheel
(2%) declined.

FINAL INDEX FOR THE MONTH OF JULY, 2016 (BASE YEAR: 2004-05=100)
For the month of July, 2016, the final Wholesale Price Index for All Commodities (Base: 2004-05=100) stood at 184.2
as compared to 183.9 (provisional) and annual rate of inflation based on final index stood at 3.72 percent as compared to
3.55 percent (provisional) respectively as reported on 16.08.2016.
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Industrial Production
The Quick Estimates of Index of Industrial Production (IIP) with base 2004-05 for the month of August 2016 have been
released by the Central Statistics Office of the Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation. IIP is compiled
using data received from 15 source agencies viz. (i) Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion (DIPP); (ii) Indian Bureau of Mines; (iii) Central Electricity Authority; (iv) Joint Plant Committee, Ministry of Steel; (v) Ministry of Petroleum
& Natural Gas; (vi) Office of Textile Commissioner; (vii) Department of Chemicals & Petrochemicals; (viii) Directorate
of Sugar & Vegetable Oils; (ix) Department of Fertilizers; (x) Tea Board; (xi) Office of Jute Commissioner; (xii) Office of
Coal Controller; (xiii) Railway Board; (xiv) Office of Salt Commissioner; and (xv) Coffee Board.
The General Index for the month of August 2016 stands at 175.3, which is 0.7 percent lower as compared to the
level in the month of August 2015. The cumulative growth for the period April-August 2016 over the corresponding
period of the previous year stands at (-) 0.3 percent.
The Indices of Industrial Production for the Mining, Manufacturing and Electricity sectors for the month of August
2016 stand at 113.5, 184.3 and 194.6 respectively, with the corresponding growth rates of (-) 5.6 percent, (-) 0.3 percent and 0.1 percent as compared to August 2015 (Statement I). The cumulative growth in these three sectors during
April-August 2016 over the corresponding period of 2015 has been 0.6 percent, (-) 1.2 percent and 5.7 percent respectively.
In terms of industries, seven out of the twenty two industry groups (as per 2-digit NIC-2004) in the manufacturing
sector have shown negative growth during the month of August 2016 as compared to the corresponding month of the
previous year (Statement II). The industry group ‘Electrical machinery & apparatus n.e.c.’ has shown the highest negative growth of (-) 49.4 percent followed by (-) 22.4 percent in ‘Furniture; manufacturing n.e.c.’ and (-) 6.6 percent in
‘Wearing apparel; dressing and dyeing of fur’. On the other hand, ‘Radio, TV and communication equipment & apparatus’ has shown the highest positive growth of 15.2 percent, followed by 14.6 percent in ‘Other transport equipment’
and 12.4 percent in ‘Basic metals’.
As per Use-based classification, the growth rates in August 2016 over August 2015 are 3.2 percent in Basic goods,
(-) 22.2 percent in Capital goods and 3.6 percent in Intermediate goods (Statement III). The Consumer durables and
Consumer non-durables have recorded growth of 2.3 percent and 0.1 percent respectively, with the overall growth in
Consumer goods being 1.1 percent.
Some important items showing high negative growth during the current month over the same month in previous
year include ‘Cable, Rubber Insulated’ [(-) 86.2%], ‘Sugar Machinery’ [(-) 65.5%], ‘Woollen Carpets’ [(-) 35.7%], ‘Gems
& Jewellery’ [(-) 31.0%], ‘Rice’ [(-) 25.3%] and ‘H R Sheets’ [(-) 24.7%].
Some important items that have registered high positive growth include ‘ Fruit Pulp’ (762.0%). ‘Air Conditioner
(Room)’ (59.1%), ‘Instant Food Mixes (Ready to eat)’ (46.5%), ‘Ship building and repairs’ (41.1%), ‘H R Coils/ Skelp’
(39.5%), ‘Scooter and Mopeds’ (33.3%), ‘Stainless/ alloy steel’ (31.8%), ‘C R Sheets’ (29.7%), ‘Purified Terephthalic acid’
(29.2%) and ‘Boilers’ (22.8%).
Taking into account the weights, the dominant item groups (five each) which have positively and negatively contributed to the overall growth of IIP are given below:
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Along with the Quick Estimates of IIP for the month of August 2016, the indices for July 2016 have undergone the
first revision and those for May 2016 have undergone the final revision in the light of the updated data received from
the source agencies. It may be noted that these revised indices (first revision) in respect of July 2016 may undergo
final (second) revision along with the release of IIP for the month of October 2016.
Statements giving Quick Estimates of the Index of Industrial Production at Sectoral, 2-digit level of National Industrial Classification (NIC-2004) and by Use-based classification for the month of August 2016, along with the growth
rates over the corresponding month of the previous year including the cumulative indices are enclosed.
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Index of Eight Core Industries (Base: 2004-05=100) August, 2016
The Eight Core Industries comprise nearly 38 % of the weight of items included in the Index of Industrial Production (IIP).
The combined Index of Eight Core Industries stands at 176.0 in August, 2016, which was 3.2 % higher compared to the
index of August, 2015. Its cumulative growth during April to August, 2016-17 was 4.5 %.

Coal
Coal production (weight: 4.38 %) declined by 9.2 % in August, 2016 over August, 2015. Its cumulative index during April
to August, 2016-17 increased by 2.6 % over corresponding period of previous year.

Crude Oil
Crude Oil production (weight: 5.22 %) declined by 3.9 % in August, 2016 over August, 2015. Its cumulative index during
April to August, 2016-17 declined by 3.1 % over the corresponding period of previous year.

Natural Gas
The Natural Gas production (weight: 1.71 %) declined by 5.7 % in August, 2016 over August, 2015. Its cumulative index
during April to August, 2016-17 declined by 4.2 % over the corresponding period of previous year.

Refinery Products (0.93% of Crude Throughput)
Petroleum Refinery production (weight: 5.94%) increased by 3.5 % in August, 2016 over August, 2015. Its cumulative
index during April to August, 2016-17 increased by 7.6 % over the corresponding period of previous year.

Fertilizers
Fertilizer production (weight: 1.25%) increased by 5.7 % in August, 2016 over August, 2015. Its cumulative index during
April to August, 2016-17 increased by 6.4 % over the corresponding period of previous year.

Steel (Alloy + Non-Alloy)
Steel production (weight: 6.68%) increased by 17.0 % in August, 2016 over August, 2015. Its cumulative index during April
to August, 2016-17 increased by 5.5 % over the corresponding period of previous year.

Cement
Cement production (weight: 2.41%) increased by 3.1 % in August, 2016 over August, 2015. Its cumulative index during
April to August, 2016-17 increased by 4.4 % over the corresponding period of previous year.

Electricity
Electricity generation (weight: 10.32%) increased by 0.1 % in August, 2016 over August, 2015. Its cumulative index during
April to August, 2016-17 increased by 5.7 % over the corresponding period of previous year.
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Foreign Direct Investment
Open up e-commerce, food industries for FDI: US to India
The US on Thursday asked India to open its e-commerce sector to foreign investment.
United States Trade Representative Michael Froman who is visiting India to participate in the tenth India-US Trade Policy Forum, called for liberalization of the food, civil aviation and business-to-consumer e-commerce sectors.
"Liberalizing the food, civil aviation and business-to-consumer e-commerce sectors are important initial steps to open India’s market.
Opening the defense, rail and broadcast sectors
to foreign investment has also sent a positive
signal," he said while talking about India-US
trade relations here.
Emphasising on a free and open digital economy, Froman called for rules that prohibit customs duties and discrimination for digital
products, ensure the free flow of data and combat localization requirements, and protect both
the consumer and the integrity of the Internet.
“The digital marketplace is to play an increasingly central role in the overall flow of goods
and services, and the only way to ensure the
broadest possible diffusion of its benefits is to keep that marketplace open and free,” he said.
Source: Economic Times
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FICCI estimates India's Q1 GDP to grow at
7.6 per cent
Industry chamber FICCI has estimated India's national income for the first quarter of the current fiscal 2016-17, figures
for which are due for release on Wednesday, to grow at 7.6 per cent.
"The estimated median GVA (gross value added) growth for Q1 FY17 has been put at 7.6 per cent," the Federation of
Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI) said in a statement here on Tuesday.
"Latest round of FICCI's Economic Outlook Survey
puts across a median GDP growth forecast of 7.8 per
cent for the current fiscal year," it said.
The latest survey round was conducted during
July-August 2016 among leading economists belonging to the industry, banking and financial services sector, FICCI said.
"There has been a marginal improvement in the
growth estimate for 2016-17 vis-a-vis the previous
round and this comes at the back of better performance of the agriculture and industry sector. The monsoon season has been good this year which is
expected to support agricultural production," it added.
India's national income figures are due for release
on Wednesday, against the backdrop of expectations
aroused by a normal monsoon and the recent pay hikes for central government employees. The government expects
GDP growth to pick up to eight per cent in 2016-17, from 7.6 per cent in 2015-16.
"A number of structural reforms have been undertaken by the government over the last two years. The impact of all
this is beginning to be felt now. We are hoping to better our growth from last year and get closer to eight per cent," Economic Affairs Secretary Shaktikanta Das told reporters here last week. "Also, this year, monsoon has been good. Agriculture production is expected to be better than previous two years which will contribute significantly to GDP," he added.
Financial services firm DBS said in a research note that on gross value added basis, India's growth is expected to have
stabilized at 7.4 per cent in the June quarter, which is slightly higher than the 7.2 per cent in the same quarter a year ago.
"For the year we look for growth to average 7.8 per cent this year, from FY15/16's 7.2 percent," it said.
Multilateral agencies like the International Monetary Fund (7.4 per cent) and the Asian Development Bank (7.4 per
cent) have estimated that the Indian economy is likely to slow down from last year's level.
In the fourth quarter of 2015-16 ending March, India's economy accelerated to grow at 7.9 per cent, buoyed by improved agricultural performance and growth in consumption.
Private consumption growth remained robust at 7.4 per cent in 2015-16, though it was marginally revised downward
from the 7.6 per cent estimated earlier. Central Statistics Office (CSO) data showed India's economy grew at 7.6 per cent
in 2015-16, making the country the fastest growing major economy for the second consecutive year despite two failed
monsoons.
Source: Indo-Asian News Service
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Govt plans single policy for retail, e-tail &
FMCG: Kant
In an effort to provide a level-playing field to stakeholders, the government is planning to provide a single policy for retail, fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) and e-commerce, said NITI Aayog chief executive officer (CEO) Amitabh Kant
at the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce & Industry’s (Ficci) annual flagship retail, FMCG, e-commerce convention on Thursday.
“There is a move in the government to harmonise
the varied policies of retail, FMCG and e-commerce
within a single policy framework, which will address
all concerns of industry and consumers,” said the NITI
Aayog CEO.
Devendra Chawla, group president (food, FMCG &
brands), Future Group; Bijou Kurien, board member, L
Capital Asia; Gaurav Mahajan, president-group apparel, Raymond; Rajesh Jain, managing director &
CEO, Lacoste India and Raghava Rao, finance director
& chief financial officer, Amazon India, were present at
the event.
Kant said the government was encouraging domestic entrepreneurship but foreign players would foster healthy competition. “The domestic market would be challenged by
foreign businesses, which would enable indigenous companies to scale up, enhance quality of products and services, and
penetrate global markets,” he said.
Kant added that technology would play a key role in the retail sector. With the internet’s growing rural penetration, retailers would be able to deepen their market. He added retailers should also look at widening their base of suppliers, promote and market Made In India goods and products.
According to Kant, the challenge of the goods and services tax (GST) would be to bring on board every state of the
country. “To make GST highly effective, there is a need for states to think progressively and work in tandem with the
Centre,” he said. The way forward for GST, he added, would be keeping tax rates low and eliminating exemptions.
According to the Ficci-PricewaterhouseCoopers report released on Thursday on the ‘Impact Of Shift In Consumer
Spending & Behaviour: A Challenge For CEOs In The Retail & Consumer Goods Sector’, e-commerce and omni-channel
retailing have become the new buzz words that are shaping channel strategies of mid-sized companies, as they try to
reach out to India’s burgeoning digital and tech-savvy population.
This has led to varying degrees of integration of the digital channel from pure play e-commerce offerings to a comprehensive omni-channel approach. “Increasingly, start-ups like Lenskart, which first set up shop online and tested the market for its products, have begun to create brick-and-mortar distribution set-ups,” the report said.
The report added that e-commerce has also become a critical distribution arm for traditional brick-and-mortar players. Companies such as Godrej Nature’s Basket have been at the forefront in supplementing their brick-and-mortar sales
with an online web and mobile presence, as well as through partnerships with e-commerce websites such as Amazon.
Furthermore, according to the report, with its exponential growth rate in the past decade, India is attracting foreign investors on account of robust domestic demand, growing middle class, young population and high returns on investment all of which make it a very credible investment destination.
Source: Business Standard
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India among top M&A markets in
Asia-Pacific: Study
India is becoming an attractive investment market for inbound mergers and acquisitions (M&A) in the Asia-Pacific, according to a report by Kroll and Mergermarket. The report points to a favourable economic and demographic conditions,
plus an encouraging regulatory regime.
Since 2011, inbound transactions have trended up, and India's become a leading destination for global foreign direct
investment, ahead of regional economic rival China, it said.
India attracted six per cent of all US outbound M&A transactions (deal volume) in 2015, surpassing the two per cent of
outbound M&A directed at China that year as per the Kroll and Mergermarket report (the former is a global risk mitigation entity and the latter is a deal tracking one).
So far in 2016, India has continued to attract US interest, with $3.1 billion through 27 deals, compared to similar US investment in China at $1.3 bn and 13 deals.
“General sentiment among foreign investors for Indian investment opportunities remains strong, creating a bright outlook for inbound M&A through the rest of this year and into 2017. As the pipeline of deals grows, foreign investors are reminded to deploy a due-diligence process that is rigorous, comprehensive and truly independent - one that will assist
them in making decisions with confidence and to be in a better position to protect such investments,” said Reshmi Khurana, head of South Asia for Kroll.
Against a backdrop of global volatility, widespread uncertainty and a fragile geopolitical situation in many regions, inbound deal flow in India has increased steadily. In 2015, inbound M&A totaled 227 deals worth $19.6 bn. In the first half
of this calendar year, 82 deals worth close to $9 bn were announced, putting the country on track for another banner
year of such investment.
Investment into India over the past two years has been led by the US, UK and Japan, which should instill further confidence in India -- all three countries are known for strong regulatory oversight, a culture of in-depth due-diligence and a
business environment that seeks growth in international markets, said the report.
Given the country’s advantages, corporations globally are raising their exposure to India. Some are taking the organic
route and building on-the-ground businesses from the bottom-up and through alliances. Others will remain more aggressive, inorganically expanding in the market but remaining cautious of a global slowdown, sluggish commodity prices and
a deceleration in economic activity in key emerging markets.
"Numerous analysts suggest that India has potential to overtake China as India's growth appears to be accelerating
while China's growth continues to slow down. In addition, India is expected to rebalance its growth from services driven
sectors to export-oriented manufacturing and this, combined with the ongoing removal of much of the bureaucratic red
tape, will arguably drive further interest from foreign investors," said the report.
Source: Business Standard
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NSG membership: Clean energy has
strong bilateral dimension, says India
After China said that the issue of India's membership in the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) is not a bilateral one but a
multilateral one, New Delhi on Thursday said that issues like clean energy have "a strong bilateral dimension".
"On issues such as development and clean energy or terrorism for that matter, given the positions that have been
taken, there is a strong bilateral dimension," External
Affairs Ministry spokesperson Vikas Swarup said during his weekly press briefing here.
Stating that that was why India and China had a dialogue on the NSG membership issue here on Tuesday,
Swarup said: "The understanding of the two sides is
that this is both a bilateral and a multilateral issue;
there is no contradiction."
China had blocked India's bid for NSG membership
at the Seoul plenary in June on the ground that for a
country to be a member of the 48-member bloc, it has
to be a signatory to the nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty (NPT).
India has a strong case for membership because of
its clean energy needs.
Following the talks on Tuesday led by Amandeep Singh Gill, Joint Secretary (Disarmament & International Security) in
the Ministry of External Affairs and Wang Qun, Director-General of Arms Control Department of the Chinese Foreign
Ministry, China said that the issue of non-NPT states' NSG membership was not a bilateral one but a multilateral one.
"The two sides realised that the question of the non-NPT states' participation is, in essence, a multilateral issue, and
can only be subject to multilateral solution by the Group," Beijing said in a statement.
"Bilateral exchanges should serve to facilitate the relevant discussions within the Group."
In his media briefing here, Swarup said that India and China in the meeting this week had a substantive and pragmatic
exchange on the issue of NSG membership, which is a priority for India because of its plans for civil nuclear energy.
"On certain issues such as development and clean energy, there should not be differences between our two sides," he
said.
"The two sides are agreed that we should approach these issues with mutual sensitivity to each others' concerns and
priorities".
Stating that exchange was useful in enhancing understanding of each other's perspective and would be continued, the
spokesperson said: "The two sides were also of the view that a process has been set in motion after the Seoul NSG plenary on the issue of membership and they should support this process."
He stated that this could "demonstrate to the whole world that India and China approach such issues with strategic
maturity and are working together to narrow and resolve any difference of view".
"This is urgent and timely," Swarup added.
Source: Indo-Asian News Service
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Exports support increased to Rs 23,500
crore a year
Amid a challenging scenario of exports, the central government has enhanced its incentives support under the Merchandise Exports from India Scheme (MEIS) from Rs 22,000
crore to Rs 23,500 crore per annum, said an official
statement.
The Department of Commerce increased the range of
items covered under the scheme from 5,012 to 7,103.
The 2,901 new products fall under categories such as
traditional medicines, certain marine and processed cereal products and other value added items of plastics,
leather articles, suitcases, etc.
Under the scheme, which is implemented through Directorate General of Foreign Trade, the Ministry also
raised incentives rates of 575 products.
These products fall under 11 categories namely iron
and steel, handicrafts, moulded and extruded goods,
rubber, ceramic, glass, auto tyres and tubes, industrial
machinery engineering items, IC Engines, machine tools, items of wood, paper, stationary, footwear, auto seats, etc.
Source: Indo-Asian News Service

French power major EDF plans $2 billion
green bet on India
French state-run power major EDF will invest heavily in renewable energy in India, with projects worth $2 billion in the
pipeline, and is bullish about the sector, where it sees electricity tariffs falling 30% in five years, EDF Energies CEO Antoine Cahuzac told ET.
India is among the few countries EDF has chosen for a significant expansion of its global portfolio of renewable energy because the country has a huge demand potential, power scarcity and "fantastic" quality of wind and solar radiation, Cahuzac said.
EDF is also interested in nuclear energy, for which it has initial agreements with Nuclear Power Corp, but regulatory
issues are still under discussion, he said. EDF also has interest in hydropower generation in India and is looking at a few
prospects, he said.
Source: The Economic Times
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Modi invites more Saudi investment in
India's infrastructure
Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi Sunday invited Saudi Arabia to invest more in India's infrastructure, particularly in
the railways, during a meeting with Deputy Crown Prince Mohammad bin Salman Al Saud, on the sidelines of the G-20
Summit here.
"Prime Minister invited greater Saudi investment, particularly through the National Investment and Infrastructure Fund (NIIF)," official
sources here said.
"He also sought greater cooperation in infrastructure, particularly modernisation of railway
stations," the sources said.
Modi complimented Prince Mohammad for
his Vision 2030 Document that charts out a
roadmap for the future of the Gulf kingdom.
The Saudi Vision 2030 is aimed at making
the Gulf kingdom a global investment powerhouse and turn into a connecting hub for the
continents of Asia, Europe and Africa.
Modi also recalled his highly successful visit to Saudi Arabia in April this year following which he was conferred that
country's highest civilian honour, the King Abdulaziz Sash.
"There was a detailed discussion on UN Security Council reforms with both leaders emphasising the need for expansion of the UNSC to include more permanent members," the sources said.
Modi also said that he looked forward to an early visit from Saudi King Salman to India.
Source: Indo-Asian News Service
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Mondelez to invest Rs 100 crore to set up
global research centre in Thane
Mondelez International, the maker of Cadbury chocolates and Bournvita, will invest $15 million (about Rs 100 crore) to
set up a global research, development and quality hub on the outskirts of Mumbai, according to a top executive of the
company.
Rob Hargrove, executive vice-president for
research, development & quality (RDQ) at
Mondelez, said the proposed technical centre
in Thane will focus on chocolates. It will be
part of the American food giant's plan to invest
$65 million to develop nine global RDQ locations over the next two years.
Mondelez plans to have an RDQ centre in
China for biscuits and one in Singapore for
gum and candy. "We've a long, strong history
in India and it's a priority market for us. We've
had tremendous success in getting the 'best of
global, best of local' formula right in India to
accelerate our growth momentum in India and
throughout Asia with continuous innovation," Hargrove said.
This is Mondelez International's second large investment in the country, the first being a $190 million (about Rs 1,270
crore) investment in a greenfield plant in Andhra Pradesh which began operations in April this year.
"For the past two years, we've been transforming and redesigning our global RDQ organisation to better support our
growth ambitions and create a competitive advantage," Hargrove said.
In a departure from the past, the India centre will also service global markets for the company. The centre will employ over 150 scientists, engineers and other specialists who will focus on developing technology platforms for chocolates and beverages, consumer science, packaging and cross-category productivity, the company said.
"These hubs will enable improved efficiency, effectiveness and accelerated project delivery," Hargrove said.
Source: The Economic Times
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India, Russia agree to create energy bridge
India and Russia on Tuesday agreed to create an "energy bridge" with the possibility of gas pipelines for direct gas delivery from Russia to India.
"...Both sides launched an industry level Working Group - led by Gazprom, the biggest Russian gas company, and a
consortium of Indian oil and gas companies - for creating an 'energy bridge' between the two countries through possible
gas pipelines for direct gas delivery from Russia to India," the External Affairs Ministry said in a statement following the
22nd Session of the India-Russia Inter-Governmental Commission on Trade, Economic, Scientific, Technological and Cultural Cooperation (IRIGC-TEC) here.
While External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj headed the Indian delegation in the talks, the Russian side was led by
Deputy Prime Minister Dmitry Rogozin.
The meeting was held in the run-up to the annual bilateral summit to be held between Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and Russian President Vladimir Putin in Goa on October 15.
According to the statement, connectivity was a major theme during the discussions.
"Implementation of the International North South Transport Corridor (INSTC) project and the launch of the 'Green
Corridor' project for customs facilitation are major steps towards better connectivity and trade facilitation," it said.
"Cooperation between Indian and Russian railways in the field of dedicated freight corridor, modernisation of railway
stations, and training of railway personnel emerged as a new area to broaden cooperation in transports & logistics."
According to the statement, the commission also directed ministries and departments concerned to focus on key sectors in the trade and investment spheres to finalise concrete outcomes by the forthcoming summit in October 2016.
"India and Russia reiterated their strong desire to further broaden their strategic cooperation with emphasis on key
sectors such as nuclear energy, space, modernisation, high technology, disaster management, and supercomputing," it
stated.
India-Russia cooperation in nuclear energy reached a new milestone with the dedication of Unit 1 of the Kudankulam
nuclear power project in Tamil Nadu by Prime Minister Modi and President Putin last month.
"Both sides renewed their commitment to work together on remaining stages of Kudankulam 2,3,4,5 and 6; and other
projects through localisation under the Make in India programme," the statement said.
Cooperation in the pharmaceutical sector also figured during the talks.
"Indian companies are closely engaged with Russian partners to develop cooperation under the Russian 'Pharma
2020 Programme'," the statement said.
"On the sidelines of the Commission's meeting, an Indian company Wockhardt and a Russian company PharmEco
have signed an agreement for joint project for insulin production in Russia under the Pharma 2020 Programme."
Student and faculty exchange, cultural cooperation and tourism were also discussed.
"There has been 20 percent increase in the number of Indian students studying in Russia, while there has been 14
percent increase in Russian tourists visiting India in recent months," the statement said.
India and Russia will be celebrating the 70th anniversary of establishment of diplomatic relations between India and
the erstwhile USSR (now Russian Federation) next year.
"A series of activities are being planned to celebrate this important milestone," the statement said.
"There will be a new emphasis on promoting cooperation among various states in India and federal regions in Russia,
especially the Far East region of Russia- as attractive investment destinations."
Tuesday's meeting comes in the wake of the India-US Strategic and Commercial Dialogue held here last month.
Source: Indo-Asian News Service
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India, Myanmar sign four pacts, agree to
cooperate on insurgency
Security and connectivity issues dominated talks between Indian and Burmese leaders in New Delhi on Monday, with the
countries signing two pacts to speed up construction of the Asian Trilateral Highway and agreeing to cooperate in efforts
to fight insurgency.
The deals to expedite the construction of the trilateral highway, which aims to connect India with South-East Asia,
along with another two agreements were signed after talks between Prime Minister Narendra Modi and President Htin
Kyaw of Myanmar.
India also offered full support and backing to the new government in Myanmar, installed in March this year, for its efforts to improve infrastructure.
Htin Kyaw is on a three-day visit to India, his first bilateral state visit after taking over as president in March at the
head of the National League for Democracy (NLD) government, seen as Myanmar’s first democratically elected government in five decades.
The visit follows Myanmar state councillor and foreign minister Aung San Suu Kyi’s visit to China earlier this month,
during which China promised support for peace talks between Myanmar and rebels operating in the north of the country,
bordering China.
Htin Kyaw’s trip to India also comes within a week of Indian foreign minister Sushma Swaraj’s visit to Naypyidaw for
talks with her counterpart Suu Kyi—leading analysts to suggest that the new Burmese government is trying to balance
its ties with its two large neighbours.
“My current visit to India is aimed at enhancing the traditional ties of friendship between the two governments,” Htin
Kyaw said after talks with Modi.
“We thank the people of India for supporting our ongoing reform process and efforts to achieve peace and national
reconciliation,” he said.
In his remarks, Modi said Myanmar was a “special” neighbour for India for many reasons, including the linkages of religion and culture, besides being a “land bridge that connects India with South-East Asia”.
One connectivity pact signed on Monday provides for the construction of 69 bridges, including approach roads along
the Tamu-Kyigone-Kalewa section of the trilateral highway in Myanmar. The second connectivity pact involves the construction and upgradation of the Kalewa-Yagyi road section, also part of the trilateral highway.
The highway, which will connect India to Thailand through Myanmar, is now expected to be complete by 2020, as
against the earlier planned 2017.
On Monday, Modi offered support to Myanmar’s new government for developing its priority areas, including agriculture, industry and infrastructure, besides strengthening education and skilling the youth as well as building new institutions.
On security and curbing insurgency, Modi said both countries recognized that their security concerns were closely intertwined.
“We agreed on the need to remain sensitive to each other’s strategic interests and concerns. To this end, the president
and I agreed to work together for the safety and security of our people. And actively cooperate to combat the common
challenges of terrorism and insurgent activity in our region,” Modi said.
India fully supports efforts by Myanmar to end long years of unrest in its north under the Panglong Conference initiative, Modi said. The reference was to negotiations with the people of the Kachin, Chin and Shan states that Suu Kyi was
to hold this week.
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India has been concerned about militant groups from its north-east taking shelter in Myanmar, Bhutan and
Bangladesh, as well as setting up bases there to mount attacks on India.
India shares a 1,640km border with Myanmar and has been raising the issue of several north-eastern militant outfits
having training camps in Myanmar. One of the groups that India believes is based in Myanmar is the National Socialist
Council of Nagaland (NSCN)’s Khaplang faction. India had signed a peace accord with a second NSCN faction in August
last year.
Security concerns were key in India deciding to switch tracks and begin engaging with the military government in
Myanmar in the mid-1990s after backing Suu Kyi in her fight for democracy till then. Suu Kyi, who was put under house
arrest for many years, called India’s action “disappointing” when freed in 2011.
On Monday, Modi said India and Myanmar were also looking at a “long-term and mutually beneficial arrangement for
trade in pulses”. And after supplying power to Tamu, India was willing to “substantially scale up” the supply of power to
Myanmar, he said.
Source: Livemint
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India's coffee exports up 18.15% in
April-August
India's coffee exports rose by 18.15 per cent to 1,63,615 tonnes in the first five months of the ongoing 2016-17 fiscal, despite lower value realisation, according to the Coffee Board.
The country had shipped 1,38,479 tonnes of coffee in the April-August period of 2015-16 fiscal.
As per the board's data, there has been an increase
in the export of robust variety of coffee bean as well as
instant coffee during the April-August of 2016-17 fiscal.
As per the board's data, there has been an increase
in the export of robust variety of coffee bean as well as
instant coffee during the April-August of 2016-17 fiscal.
The overseas sale of coffee rose despite lower export realisation and likely fall in the domestic output in
the 2016-17 crop year (October-September).
The export realisation remained lower at Rs
1,49,482 per tonne in the first five months of this year,
as against Rs 1,68,408 per tonne in the year-ago period, the data showed.
Coffee production is estimated to decline by 8.75 per cent to 3,20,000 in the 2016-17 crop year when compared with
3,48,000 tonnes in the previous year, due to lack of timely rains and high temperature during the crucial flowering stage.
The main buyers of Indian coffee are Italy, Russia, Germany, Belgium and Turkey which account for over 50 per cent of
coffee exports.
Source: Press Trust of India
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22 airports to get connected under regional
connectivity scheme: AAI
About 22 airports to get connected under regional connectivity scheme in the first phase, Airports Authority of India (AAI)
Chairman G P Mohapatra told media persons today.
"In the first phase, there are 22 airports that are already in place and flights can start as and when airlines plan to,"
said Mohapatra.
About 22 airports include one is in Andaman Nicobar, three in Assam, two each in Gujarat, Uttar
Pradesh, Punjab and Rajasthan.
As part of the plan, the government plans to connect these underserved airports to key airports
through flights that will cost Rs 2,500 for per hour
flight.
The government plans to provide subsidy to airlines
to offer these fares.
Mohapatra also said that AAI would invest Rs
17,500 crore in upgrading airport infrastructure over a
period till 2019-20.
"The amount we will invest will be generated
through internal accruals. We may require to need money at a later stage and may raise money from outside," he added.
The money to be spent will be on upgrade in building airport terminals and expanding runways at many existing airports.
The money would also be invested in upgrading 30 smaller airports for regional flights.
Source: The Economic Times
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India leading in coconut production in the
world: Radha Mohan Singh
Union Minister of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare, Shri Radha Mohan Singh today addressed the farmers on World Coconut Day and National Award presentation ceremony in Bhubaneswar. On the occasion the Minister said that, India is a
leading country in coconut production and productivity in the world. Our annual coconut production is 2044 crore coconut from 19.8 lakh
hectare area and the productivity per hectare is
10345 coconut. The contribution of coconut in
country's GDP is about Rs. 20,000 crore. In
2015-16, from our country, coconut products of
Rs. 1450 crore value have been exported. He
also said that over one crore people in our country are dependent on coconut crop for their
livelihood.
Shri Singh informed that to operationalize the
Horticulture Mission in Odisha state, an amount
of Rs. 54.45 crore for the year 2015-16 and in
2016-17 so far, Rs. 26.83 crore have been released. In this year, the state is to obtain a sum
of Rs. 49.91 crore from the centre. The state could not spent Rs. 4.15 crore in the last year. The Minister expressed hope
that this year the entire amount received from the center would be spent by the state’s Horticulture Mission. He also said
that nearly a quarter of the mission’s budget should be on the post-harvest infrastructure management, especially to
build the cold supply chain and to link farmers’ producers directly to market should be spent.
In the last 2 years, National Horticulture Board has provided assistance of Rs. 6.50 crore to develop horticulture in the
Odisha state, which includes important plans like greenhouse, polly house, cold storage. Several cashew promotion units
have been established in Odisha's Koraput and Gunjm district. At the same time, assistance for the development quality
plant to create modern nursery seedlings has been provided.
National Horticulture Board has recently organized a pan-India Horticulture Association (Harti Sangam), in Bargarh
district of Odisha state participated by farmers from different states with their quality products, who had received assistance from National Horticulture Board and lakhs of farmers have visited the Harti confluence area and expressed their
interest in agricultural technology and in various government schemes.
Coconut is a major crop of Orissa state and here coconut is cultivated in 50679 hectares and coconut production is
32.4 crore. In the state 6404 coconut per hectare is being produced. Five districts of Odisha; Puri, Ganjam. Kttk, Nyagd
and Khurda produce more than 60 percent of the total coconut production in the state.
Agriculture Minister said the Coconut Development Board has a huge contribution towards the achievement made in
the coconut industry in the country. By coconut value (value addition) only, the coconut farmers can be taken towards
prosperity. For it, the Technology Mission on coconut under the Board has established 402 coconut processing units have
been in India and in these processing units, 242 crores coconut per year are processed.
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The Minister also stressed that the new initiative launched by the Coconut Development Board, has given him a
chance to know in detail. So far, 9720 coconut committees, 700 coconut producer federations and 61 coconut producer
companies have been formed across the country. I hope that through these farmer groups, board’s plan would be operationalized and in processing, marketing and export of coconut products, farmers would hold their share.
The skill development program for coconut sector ‘Friends of Coconut Tree’ and ‘Neera Technician Training Program’
have been the commendable effort of the board. Under the scheme, training to 5,200 unemployed youths to climb coconut trees and plant protection work and 2805 Neera technicians has been provided.
Speaking about the efforts of the central government, Agriculture Minister said there is good news for coconut farmers, the minimum support price from Rs. 5550 to Rs. 5950 for milling copra and from Rs. 5830 to Rs. 6240 for edible
copra.
Government has also increased the import duty of crude palm oil from 7.5% to 12.5% and from 15% to 20% for RBD
palm oil and it will increase demand for palm oil in the domestic market and the demand for coconut oil will increase.
Moreover, the central government's new foreign trade policy for 2015-20 is to promote the export of coconut products, exports value (FOB) of up to 5% as incentives are given. The export of coconut products is likely to rise in the future,
because price is being extremely competitive. From the beginning of this financial year, India, Malaysia, Indonesia and Sri
Lanka has been exporting coconut oil, whereas in previous years coconut oil was being imported from these countries.
Desiccated coconut export to US and Europe in large quantities is also being done from India for the first time.
The awards divided into 8 groups received by 14 individuals and organizations. Shri Singh congratulated to all the
award winners. The Minister said that the awards will speed up progress and development of coconut sector and coconut farmers will get inspiration and increase income from farming.
Agriculture Minister also said that he hope that the Board through its efforts to meet the expectations of farmers and
stakeholders will leave no stone unturned. Our country will become a world leader not only in the production and productivity of coconut, but also in export and processing of coconut and in the health sector, may countless qualities of coconut emerge.
Source: Press Information Bureau
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India signs open skies pact with Greece
India on Wednesday signed an open skies agreement with Greece, the first after the finalisation of the civil aviation policy
in June.
At present, there are no direct flights between India and Greece and passengers travel one stop via Gulf states or
Turkey to Greece. In fact, there was no air services agreement between India and Greece till now thus preventing the
start of air services between two countries.
The open skies agreement will allow airlines
from India to operate unlimited number of
flights to Greece while Greek carriers have been
granted unlimited traffic rights to six Indian
metro cities.
"Greece has become the first country to have
an open sky agreement with India under the new
policy," said civil aviation secretary R N
Choubey.
Prior to this, India had entered into an open
skies agreement with the US and Britain. The
open skies with Britain covers airports excluding
London Heathrow.
According to the civil aviation policy, the government can enter into an 'open sky' air services
agreement on a reciprocal basis with SAARC nations as well as countries with territory located entirely beyond a 5,000
kilometre radius from New Delhi.
Open sky beyond 5,000-km, even without any restrictions, will have very limited or no impact as there is very low demand for additional bilaterals on these routes, Kapil Kaul, chief executive officer, South Asia, Centre for Asia Pacific Aviation had said last year.
Kaul added that European carriers had unused bilaterals and there was scope for limited growth on these routes."
Further, carriers in Latin America, Africa and Australia were unlikely to show interest, he had said
Source: Business Standard
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India approves $1 bn connetivity project
India has approved an ambitious $1.04-billion project for constructing and upgrading 558 km of roads to link it with
Bangladesh, Bhutan and Nepal and ease the movement of passengers and cargo, as part of the larger effort to increase
inter-regional trade by 60 per cent.
The new project has been given an official nod by India's Department of Economic Affairs with 50 per cent funding
from the Asian Development Bank (ADB), officials told IANS, adding that the road project will cover West Bengal and Manipur on the Indian side, as of now.
"The mandate is for completing the project
within the next two years," a senior official
said.
"The primary idea behind the BangladeshBhutan-India-Nepal (BBIN) road initiative is to
improve ground connectivity in the region,"
said Leena Nandan, Joint Secretary, Ministry
of Road Transport and Highways.
"We have taken up five highway stretches
in the country, which are very important for
such a connectivity to succeed. This project is
entirely different and new -- and about to be
rolled out," Nandan told IANS.
The project -- as per a list accessed by
IANS -- includes, among others, an upgrade of the 122-km Siliguri-Mirik-Darjeeling ($15 million) and the widening of the
60-km National Highway-35 (Kolkata-Bangaon) on the border with Bangladesh ($130 million).
It also includes a new 123-km road to connect with Diamond harbour, on the outskirts of Kolkata, at a cost of $250 million. All these are in West Bengal and will be entrusted to the state's Public Works Department for execution, officials said.
"This apart, two highways are going to come up in Manipur -- 115-km Ukhrul-Tolloi-Tadubi ($230 million) and a 138km split, four-lane road between the Kohima-Kedima Kring-Imphal section of National Highway-39 ($280 million)," said
A.D. James, Deputy Secretary at the Ministry of Road Transport and Highways.
"These two roads are to be executed by the National Highway Infrastructure Development Corp. They are currently in
the DPR (detailed project report) stage," James told IANS. Officials are also looking at the possibility of shorter routes.
Apart from the works under the $1 billion project, a 600 metre bridge and a 110 km-road in the Impal-Moreh stretch of
Manipur are also being planned under the broader BBIN road initiative. The Manila-based bank has agreed to fund up to
50 per cent of this project as well, officials said. The DPR for this is ready. Clearances are awaited from Nepal.
"This bridge will connect Kakarbhitta in Nepal with Panitanki in West Bengal. Once we receive the necessary approvals, we would like to bid for the projects as early as possible, say by November-end," said Anand Kumar, Managing
Director, National Highways and Infrastructure Development Corp.
The four South Asian nations, led by Road Transport and Highways Minister Nitin Gadkari from the Indian side, had
signed a landmark Motor Vehicles Agreement in June last year in the Bhutan capital Thimpu to regulate passenger, personnel and cargo vehicular traffic among the South Asian neighbours.
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"This agreement between sub-grouping of four South Asian nations -- Bangladesh, Bhutan, India and Nepal -- will
pave the way for seamless movement of people and goods across their borders for the benefit and integration of the region and its economic development," Gadkari had said.
A joint statement later said: "Taking note of the finding that transforming transport corridors into economic corridors
could potentially increase intra-regional trade within South Asia by almost 60 per cent, and with the rest of the world by
over 30 per cent."
As regards the funding, James said talks were simultaneously on with ADB to look beyond the committed 50 per cent.
"There are chances that the bank may even fund up to 72 per cent of the total cost for the project. Then we will get
around $700 million."
Source: Indo-Asian News Service
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India powers past 6,000MW mark in
nuclear energy
With synchronization of the second unit of the Kudankulam power plant, India's civil nuclear programme has reached a
couple of landmarks: the Kudankulam project+ turned a page on protests and a legal challenge over its safety parameters in the Supreme Court, and India crossed the
6,000MW mark in nuclear power.
Once the output of Unit II is scaled up to a full
1,000MW in two months, India's 22 nuclear power reactors will be able to generate 6,780MW of power and
the Nuclear Power Corporation of India Limited
(NPCIL) expects four more reactors to be commissioned in a year. Unit II is functioning smoothly as scientists seem to have incorporated the right lessons
from hitches that marred Unit I's functioning after attaining criticality in 2013.
The two 1,000MW nuclear units built with Russian
assistance have made Tamil Nadu the highest consumer of nuclear power on a daily basis. Kudankulam
I and II are also the last nuclear units in India built with foreign collaboration that will not attract the liability clause legislated after the India-US nuclear deal.
NPCIL engineers learnt bitter lessons while commissioning Unit I. The reactor has been in continuous operation only
since February 2016. Protests in 2011-12 by anti-nuclear activists delayed the project by months when it was over 90%
ready, but not much is known of the problems it faced later. The Unit I has been operating continuously for 189 days
since February 22 and has generated 11,269 million units of electricity since October 2013.
But NPCIL did its homework and made changes to Unit II. "We carried out all changes effected to Unit I on Unit II. This
made the commissioning of the second unit easier," Kudankulam project site director R S Sundar told TOI.
In the near future — around six months to a year — two indigenous reactors each in Rajasthan and Kakrapar in Gujarat
should be ready. "Beyond Kudankulam, Nuclear Power Corporation is hopeful of commissioning the four reactors in a
year. These reactors are built by NPCIL engineers and each has a capacity of 700MW," Sundar said.
Not all of India's 22 nuclear reactors are functioning to full capacity. "A total of 14 reactors are under International
Atomic Energy Agency safeguards. Only these reactors are eligible to use imported nuclear fuel and are currently operational. The plant load factor (PLF) of these reactors is around 90%," a former Atomic Energy Commission chief said.
The PLF of reactors using indigenous fuel is less. For example, the PLF of two units of 220MW capacity in Kalpakkam
is around 65-70% as there is a shortage of nuclear fuel in the country. "As we synchronized Unit-2 with the grid on August 29, the total nuclear power generation in the country on that day was 5100MW. This is a new high for nuclear power
generation. As on date, Unit-2 is generating 270MW and we will be scaling up the generation in the coming days," said
Sundar.
Stay updated on the go with Times of India News App. Click here to download it for your device.
Source: The Times of India
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Govt starts work on 99 stalled irrigation
projects
Fulfilling a key promise made in this year’s Union budget, the centre on Tuesday kicked off work to complete 99 major
and medium irrigation projects pending for years. Slated to be completed by 2019, these projects will bring 7.6 million
hectares of land under irrigation in some of the most drought-prone regions of India.
The total cost of the project is estimated at
Rs.77,595 crore, to be spent over four years.
“Prime Minister Narendra Modi has made irrigation
a top priority. Earlier, irrigation structures were made
but not utilized,” said water resources minister Uma
Bharti at an event to launch the scheme in Delhi on
Tuesday.
Bharti added that the project will cover the drought
and (farm) suicide prone regions of Bundelkhand (in
Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh) Marathwada in
Maharashtra and Telangana. Overall, 56 of the 99
projects belong to the most parched regions of India.
“This scheme is a major reform in agriculture so
that water reaches farmers’ fields,” said Amarjit
Singh, mission director of the project at the water resources ministry. “Our main objective is to bridge the large gap between irrigation potential created and utilised.”
Earlier, irrigation projects were beset with cost overruns of an average 1,352%, which is a huge “waste of public
money”, according to Shashi Shekhar, secretary at the ministry. “To ensure efficiency in functioning, we have made it
mandatory to have participatory management by forming water users’ associations,” he added.
Of the 99 projects, 23 will be completed by 2016-17, and 31 and 45, respectively, in the following two years.
According to a statement from the ministry, a major reason why the projects remained incomplete was inadequate
provision of funds by state governments. “Large amount of funds spent on these projects were locked up and the benefits envisaged at the time of formulation of the projects could not be achieved,” the statement said.
Finance minister Arun Jaitley had announced the creation of a long-term irrigation fund of Rs.20,000 crore under the
National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (Nabard) in this year’s budget speech, following consecutive years
of drought which elevated farm distress across the country.
Of the Rs.20,000 crore, Nabard will get around Rs.1,000-1,500 crore from the budget. It will raise around Rs.6,000
crore through bonds at an interest rate of around 7.4% from the market but this will be repaid by the government. Nabard
will separately raise around Rs.12,000 crore through bonds at an interest rate of 7.5%, which will be repaid by Nabard itself, said Harsh Kumar Bhanwala, chairman, Nabard.
This will be the first time that the apex rural bank will be lending to both, the central and the state governments, for irrigation. So far, it has been lending only to state governments to meet their irrigation requirements. Nabard’s loans to the
government will bear an interest rate of 6%.
“The terms of the agreement will be such that it will ensure that state governments cannot default on the payments,”
Bhanwala said.
Source: Livemint
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Construction sector to get Rs 40,000
crore boost
Construction contractors and concessionaires of government projects that are under dispute are set to get a Rs 40,000
crore boost with the NITI Aayog pushing central public sector units to release 75% of the amount due to them to revive
the sector.
Part of the money paid will be used to clear bank
debt, which will also help reduce the stress on
lenders struggling with bad loans.
The push follows the government's decision on August 31 to release construction sector funds locked
up in arbitration. NITI Aayog has written to ministries
and departments to implement the decision. According to NITI Aayog's assessment, 597 cases involving
Rs 52,488 crore spread across central public sector
enterprises including National Highways Authority of
India, NTPC, NHPC and Indian Oil Corporation are
under arbitration or pending in court.
"Based on the instructions issued by the NITI
Aayog, 75% of this amount, i.e., Rs 39,366 crore, is likely to be released to the contractors/concessionaires on furnishing
the bank guarantees," NITI Aayog CEO Amitabh Kant said.
Kant said the move would open the gateway for revival of the construction sector, which is the second-largest employment provider. "These measures are expected to release a substantial amount of liquidity for the construction industry, help them meet their debt obligations, help the banks in taking care of their NPAs (non-performing assets) and
release of resources for completion of stalled projects," he added.
The construction sector, which is one of the key contributors to economic activity accounting for about 8% of GDP, has
been facing a number of problems, mainly arising from liquidity constraints caused on account of disputes raised by government agencies.
Although many such cases have been decided in favour of construction companies, payments are stuck because of
appeals. On average, these cases take up to seven years to settle. Following approval by the Union Cabinet on NITI's proposal to revive the construction sector, the Aayog had instructed ministries and PSUs concerned to use 75% of the award
amount towards payment of lenders' dues, completion of the project and then completion of other projects of the
PSU/department.
Source: The Economic Times
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Govt plans $400 million fund for renewable
energy firms
The government is shifting up gears for renewable energy promotion with a clutch of policy measures to be rolled out
soon. These are meant to protect clean energy producers from payment delays by distribution firms, and the latter from
the eroding market for conventional grid-connected power due to wider adoption of roof-top solar power generation, a
government official said.
New and renewable energy secretary Upendra Tripathy told reporters on the sidelines of the Renewable Energy India
Expo in Greater Noida that the government is in the process of instituting a $400 million (over Rs.2,600 crore) fund
sourced from World Bank that will be used to protect clean energy producers from payment delays by distribution firms.
Tripathy said the government was also exploring the possibility of setting up a scheme that will compensate power
distribution companies (discoms) that lose a part of their market for conventional power from the grid due to the increased adoption of rooftop solar power projects by institutions and households.
This will address the reluctance of discoms to actively promote rooftop solar power generation projects.
“We have to find a mechanism for compensating distribution firms for loss of market share. We are now studying
which entities are losing revenue and the extent of their loss in different cities arising from rooftop power projects,” Tripathi said.
The three-day expo started on Wednesday.
The government has set a target of achieving 40 gigawatts (GW) of rooftop solar power capacity by 2022, as part of
an overall solar power target of 100 GW. Distribution companies that have signed long-term power purchase deals with
power producers will anyway have to pay a fixed component of the power cost even if they do not buy the committed
level of power, which acts as a disincentive for promoting rooftop solar power projects.
According to Munehiko Tsuchiya, executive director of New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization of Japan, who was present on the occasion, the Asia-Pacific region is set to witness more investments in renewable
energy than the rest of the world. “Within Asia, while China is slowing down, India will emerge as the bastion of growth
for renewable energy,” Tsuchiya said.
India’s proposed payment guarantee fund will cushion power produces from payment delays of up to 12 months by
making available the amounts due to them from distribution firms for the period.
Tripathy said the fund will be administered either by the Indian Renewable Energy Development Agency or the Solar
Energy Corp. of India.
According to Ashok Haldia, managing director and chief executive of PTC India Financial Services, a lender to the energy sector, some power generation companies earlier used to delay interest payments by five to six months to the
lender. They have now improved their repayment record by narrowing the delays to two to three months because their
customers—distribution companies, or discoms—have improved their payment record.
“This is an indirect way of gauging the improvement in the financial health of distribution companies,” said Haldia.
State governments are implementing a debt takeover scheme for discoms to turn them around.
Tripathy said the government will auction solar projects with a combined capacity of about 20,000 megawatts (MW)
this fiscal year. It had auctioned 21,000 MW in 2015-16.
In such auctions, companies that offer to sell solar power at the lowest rate get the projects. Auctions have led to a
reduction in solar power tariff to below Rs.5 a unit now, from about Rs.15 a unit a few years ago.
Source: Livemint
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Railways to link North East with Nepal,
Bhutan and Bangladesh
Railways are working to link Northeastern India with Nepal, Bhutan and Bangladesh.
According to Railways, to provide rail connectivity to the neighbouring countries like Nepal, Bhutan and Bangladesh,
the Construction Organization of Railways has undertaken many survey works for new railway lines to
these countries.
"Northeast Frontier Railway (NFR) has already connected Bangladesh at Singhabad. Works to connect
Radhikapur and Haldibari are in progress. The proposed Agartala-Akhaura International rail link project
will boost socio-economic development of not only
Tripura state but entire Northeast Region and the nation as a whole", the NFR in a statement added.
The link will be a part of the Trans Asian Railway
network and will provide a much shorter connectivity
from Tripura to Kolkata.
On completion, this India -Bangladesh rail line project will be Gateway to entire North Eastern region. It will connect Northeast India with Ashuganj and Chittagong Port of
Bangladesh. It will also connect Agartala to Kolkata via Dhaka shortly. The existing distance between Agartala and
Kolkata on Indian Railway network is 1613 Km which will get reduced by around 900 KM.
NFR added that at present there is no rail line in Bhutan. Feasibility studies have been carried out for extending Rail
head (India) to Bhutan at five locations. In Nepal, one Broad gauge connectivity work between Jogbani (India) and Biratnagar(Nepal) (18.60 Km) is in progress.
Source: The Economic Times
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Asean key to northeastern India's
development: Modi
Ahead of his visit to Laos to attend the 14th India-Asean Summit and the 11th East Asia Summit, Prime Minister Narendra Modi said on Tuesday that southeast Asia is the key to the development of India's northeastern region.
"Asean is a key partner for our Act East Policy, which is vital for the economic development of our Northeastern region," Modi said in a pre-departure statement posted
on his Facebook page.
Modi will be attending the annual India-Association
of Southeast Asian Nations (Asean) annual summit on
September 7 and the East Asia summit on September
8.
The India-Asean summit will be attended by the
leaders of 10 southeast Asian nations - Indonesia,
Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Brunei, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Vietnam and Thailand.
The East Asia summit will be attended by the leaders of the 10 Asean nations and those of India, China,
Japan, South Korea, Australia, New Zealand, the US
and Russia.
"Our strategic partnership with Asean is also important for safeguarding and promoting our security interests and
countering traditional and non-traditional security challenges in the region," Modi said in his Facebook post.
"East Asia Summit is the premier forum for discussions on the challenges and opportunities before the Asia Pacific region."
His statement assumes significance in the wake of his visit to Vietnam, India's country coordinator for the Asean, on
Friday and Saturday.
New Delhi elevated its relationship with Hanoi from Strategic Partnership to Comprehensive Strategic Partnership
while announcing a $500-million defence credit line to the southeast Asian nation.
"Our ties with the countries of South East Asia are truly historic," Modi stated.
"Our engagement and approach can be best encapsulated in just one word - connectivity," he said.
After the NDA government turned the UPA government's Look East Policy into Act East Policy, New Delhi has been
working on a number of projects to improve connectivity with southeast Asia, the key projects being the India-MyanmarThailand trilateral highway and the Kaladan multi-modal transport project connecting the Sittwe port in Myanmar with
Mizoram in northeast India.
"We wish to enhance our physical and digital connectivity; to see greater people to people links; to strengthen our institutional linkages; and, to leverage the modern interconnected world for the mutual benefit of all our people," Modi
said.
"During the visit, I will also have the opportunity to interact with the leaders of participating countries to discuss bilateral issues of mutual concern," he added.
Source: Indo-Asian News Service
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Isro successfully launches weather
satellite INSAT-3DR
India’s space odyssey crossed a milestone on Thursday when a locally made cryogenic engine helped power a rocket
that carried an advanced weather satellite to space. The engine has been used only for testing purposes so far.
At 4.50pm, the Indian Space Research Organisation’s (Isro) Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle-F05 (GSLV-F05)
lifted off from the Satish Dhawan Space
Centre at Sriharikota in Andhra Pradesh,
carrying with it the INSAT-3DR weather
satellite.
“GSLV-F05 is the tenth flight of India’s
Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle
(GSLV). GSLV-F05 is the flight in which the
indigenously developed Cryogenic Upper
Stage (CUS) is being carried on-board for
the fourth time during a GSLV flight,” Isro
said in a statement after the roc -ket launch.
The launch was delayed by about 40 minutes due to time taken to tank up the cryogenic engine.
The 2,211-kg rocket has three stages, and
the last stage is fitted with the cryogenic engine which provides a thrust 1.5 times greater than in vehicles propelled by
conventional liquid rocket engines. Once launched, the rocket’s engines burn and fall off in stages. At the last stage, the
cryogenic engine comes to life and takes the satellite to space. A propulsion puts the INSAT-3DR into a Geostationary
Transfer Orbit (GTO).
INSAT-3DR has a Data Relay Transponder as well as a Search and Rescue Transponder to assist search and rescue
operations of security agencies including all defence forces, the Coast Guard, and in shipping. The vehicle launch will be
able to provide meteorological services and continue the INSAT-3D mission, according to Isro.
The INSAT-3DR joins KALPANA-1 and INSAT-3D meteorological satellites currently orbiting in space. INSAT-3D which
was launched in 2013 counted features like using Atmospheric Sounding System to monitor weather. INSAT-3DR will be
capable of imaging in two thermal infrared bands for estimation of sea surface temperature with better accuracy, as per
Isro.
Although delayed by 10 days —the previous launch date was 28 August—the launch will be a test of Isro’s capabilities
and programmes to develop indigenous propulsion systems.
On 6 January 2014, Isro launched the first Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle— the GSLV-D5—with an indigenous cryogenic engine, joining the US, Russia, Japan, China and France in a select club of nations capable of developing
such technology.
The earlier launches using this technology—GSLV-D5 and GSLV -D6—were a success. The GSLV class of satellites
also includes EDUSAT, which is used for distance education and other academic purposes.
Source: Livemint
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India signs deal with France to buy 36
Rafale fighter jets
India on Friday signed a Euro 7.87 billion (about Rs 59,000 crore) deal with France to buy 36 Rafale fighter jets that will
meet the Indian Air Force's critical operational requirement for a multi-role combat aircraft and enhance its strategic
reach, especially in context of arch rival Pakistan.
Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar and
his French counterpart Jean-Yves Le Drian
signed the inter-government agreement for
purchase of the fighter jets in fly-away condition that are capable of carrying nuclear
weapons.
The deal for fighter jets, which are
equipped with latest missiles and weapon
systems, was preceded by tough negotiations over the price and will cost India about
7.87 billion euros.
The deal also includes obligations under
which the French industrial suppliers will
discharge offsets for 50 percent of the value
of the procurement.
Soon after the deal was signed, Parrikar said in a tweet: "Will significantly improve India's strike and defence capabilities."
The tough price negotiations led to a delay in the finalisation of the deal, which covers delivery of 36 planes, spares
and weapons. The first fighter plane agreement in about two decades was inked almost 16 months after Prime Minister
Narendra Modi announced the decision to buy the jets during his visit to France in April last year.
The fighter plane will be equipped with Meteor, a beyond-visual range air-to-air missile expected to considerably advance IAF's capability in aerial combat. Sources said the missile has a range in excess of 150 km and is of much higher
capability than the 80 km range of such weaponry with Pakistan.
Sources said tht IAF has authorisation for 42 squardons of fighter aircraft but its present strength is less than that.
Rafale is a multi-role fighter aircraft capable of undertaking all types of missions with a capability to simultaneously
perform both air defence and ground attack roles in a single mission. It will have features like advanced electronically
scanned array radar, mid-air refuelling and advanced electronic warfare equipment.
The Rafale fighter jet would be delivered within the next 36 to 67 months in fly-away condition along with weapons,
training simulator, associated equipment and Performance Based Logistics(PBL) support. Sources said that the schedule
is better than the delivery schedule proposed earlier by the French side.
India will purchase 28 single-seater Rafale fighter jets while eight jets will be two-seaters.
The price of aircraft alone is about 91 million euros each for a single seater and about 94 million Euros for a two
seater aircraft.
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The sources said the jets would arrive in India in batches, with the first two coming in the next few months.
India had decided to ink the deal for 126 Rafale jets in 2012 during the previous United Progressive Alliance government. The deal was estimated to cost $10.2 billion and the plan was to acquire 18 aircraft in fly-away condition and manufacturing the rest in India.
However, during Modi's visit to France in April last year, India conveyed that it would like to acquire 36 Rafale jets in
fly-away condition as quickly as possible in view of the IAF's critical operational necessity for the multi-role combat aircraft.
A Memorandum of Understanding was signed with France in January this year for the purchase of 36 Rafale.
Sources said the version of Rafale aircraft supplied to India will have better operational capabilities than the Rafale
being operated by other air forces in terms of better radar, better detection and survival features and will have capabilities for operations from higher altitude airfields.
The maintenance support for 36 Rafale will be provided through Performance based logistics which also includes advanced training of three IAF pilots, one engineer and six technicians by the French Air Force.
The sources said the 36 Rafale procurement supports the 'Make in India' initiative of the government through offsets.
Thales, a technology firm and a member of Rafale team alongside Dassault aviation, welcomed the signing of the
agreement. It said in a release that the contract will create hundreds of jobs on Thales manufacturing sites.
Source: Indo-Asian News Service
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